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1 Introduction 

Located in several European countries along the Mediterranean Coast, Solberri is a group of 

12 resort hotels which are categorized into 3 types. Its competitive strategy is uniquely based 

on the hotels' wide range of trendy facilities and the high quality of its staff and IT systems.  

Thanks to the policy of all-inclusive pricing structure, extensive upgrades and marketing 

campaigns, it has returned to profit in 2007 after experiencing two years of operating losses 

and achieved good forecast occupancy level for 2008, which will have a direct positive 

impact on both cash flow and profitability. However, as reflected by the customer feedback 

and low repeat bookings, the unsatisfying customer service has long been a great concern for 

the Board of Solberri.  

To realize its long-run goals and secure a better position in the market, Solberri needs to 

maintain its operating growth and develop a distinctive feature for its hotels. 

 

2 Terms of reference 

We have been asked to provide a report evaluating issues facing the hotel group and to offer 

appropriate recommendations to the Board of Solberri in May, 2008. 

 

3 Identification and prioritization of issues 

3.1 Customer service and HR issues- Priority Number One 

The level of service expected by Solberri’s customers is greater now than ever before. 

However，Solberri appears to have neither adequate nor qualified human resources to meet 

the demands. The majority of its employees are short-term contracted and only work for one 

peak season, which causes a high employee turnover. Besides, the reward system seems 

insufficient to have a positive effect on employee motivation. 

If the improvements of customer service were not addressed urgently, this could result in a 

fall in occupancy level in 2009, casting clouds over Solberri’s goal to achieve future revenue 

growth. Even worse, poor customer service will reduce Solberri’s competitiveness by 

differentiation, and thereby strand Solberri’s long term success. Thus, the management of 
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human resources should be the Board’s focus and given first priority. 

3.2 Hotel Refurbishment and Expansion 

In Solberri’s Interim Statement at the beginning of May 2008, Richard Solberri expressed his 

confidence in Solberri’s strong comeback and showed his high expectations of the future 

sustainable development of the group. However, the three Super plus hotels, which have less 

space and fewer facilities, failed to meet Solberri’s benchmark standard as top luxurious 

hotels, and capacity constraints are likely to emerge if Solberri is to continue its growth as 

expected by the Board. Thus, investment proposals, with no doubt, must be considered as a 

high priority for the Board of Solberri. 

3.3 Improvements to Solberri IT systems- Priority Number Three 

Similar to customer service, IT Systems also serves as a key contributor to the delivery of 

quality service in hotel industry. While the frequent double bookings problem in Bookings 

Management System (BMS) affects several levels of management and eats away customer 

satisfaction at the same time. The compensation method and alternative manual booking 

system could, however, incur unnecessary extra charge. Furthermore, Solberri currently needs 

featured booking systems to stand out in the market, allowing customers make direct online 

bookings. 

If the improvements of IT systems were not addressed promptly, Solberri’s reputation might 

be eroded and the impact might undermine the high forecasted occupancy level set for the 

coming 2008/2009 Peak Season operation. Thus, the betterment of IT systems, should be 

given priority. 

3.4 Changes to all-inclusive package- Priority Number Four 

Solberri offered an all-inclusive pricing structure in May 2007 which proved to be a big 

success. However, that all-inclusive room rate excluded some additional activities. Now the 

two Premier hotels will raise the average room rate on a trial basis from €650 to €800 and 

provide guests with free additional activities during the 2009 Peak season.  

This has been given priority because Solberri could further differentiate itself by being one of 

the first resorts to offer a true all-inclusive package. 

3.5 Criticism of additional training programmes- Priority Number 
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Five 

The additional training programmes have raised fierce conflicts. Since the initial proposal got 

approved in February 2008, Suzanne De Loore, the HR director, extended training courses to 

involve more permanent staff and head office staff in the courses during the peak season. 

However, the additional courses have been refused by some Hotel Managers and the 

Chairman Richard Berriman. Consequently, Suzanne De Loore claimed that she would resign 

if she couldn’t get endorsement from the Chairman. 

This issue is prioritized in top 5 because training programmes play a vital role in the quality 

management and the criticism has uncovered conflicts between HR Director and the 

Chairman. 

3.6 Other issues  

 Richard Berriman to retire——The chairman announced his intention to retire after 4 

years and he would reduce his workload and play primarily a consultative role. 

 Improvements to CSR——Solberri has set CSR targets for years 2008 to 2010 in aspects 

of environmental policies, resources, working with local communities and health & 

safety. 

 

4 Discussion of issues 

4.1 Customer service and HR issues 

Since the hotel business is a labor-intensive industry, it is essential for Solberri to hire 

short-term employees so that the cost of non-peak season can be reduced. However, it is 

mainly the short-term employees that bring about the problem of poor service quality. As a 

result, the proportion of short-term and long-term employees must be balanced properly. In 

addition, employees who lack sufficient training and incentive also stand in Solberri’s way to 

provide high-standard service and develop steadily in the future. 

A. Recruitment & Selection 

The majority of Solberri’s short-term employees are young people travelling around Europe 

who work at Solberri only for one peak season only and never return. It is recommended that 
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Solberri enhance employee performance to maintain competitive advantage through selecting 

high-quality applicants and retaining well-performing employees.    

B. Training & Development 

As the service provided by employees is the direct presentation of the company image, the 

improvement of training is never too important to cover. However, all new short-term 

contract employees receive only two days induction training. They may not take the training 

seriously and the service skills they acquire may be far from enough.  

C. Motivation 

Motivation is an effective and quick means to encourage employees to meet certain targets 

established by the Board and deliver the quality of the service expected by customers. 

Moreover, motivation can improve morale and reduce turnover, which has a positive effect on 

both retainment and legal compliance.  

 

4.2 Hotel Refurbishment and Expansion 

4.2.1 Future of Super plus hotels 

Proposal A – convert the hotels to Solberri Family Resorts 

This proposal was to convert one or all three of Super plus hotels to Solberri Family Resorts 

at the cost of €1m per hotel. Peak season average room rate and occupancy level for both 

Peak and Non-peak season will be increased as the result of the investment. 

Advantages 

This proposal requires small initial cash injection, which is less risky and likely to secure 

future cash flow to generate positive NPV in the next few years. 

Drawbacks 

These less well-appointed family resorts do not satisfy Solberri’s objective to become the best 

luxurious hotels in the market. Even if the investment seems rather safe, its future cash flows 

seem slim and the proposal doesn’t provide extra capacity for Solberri’s future growth. As a 

result, the conversion won’t solve the problem of the three hotels once for all, and is 

incompatible with Solberri’s current ambition to achieve long-run goals after its recovery. 

Proposals B – extend and refurbish the hotels to Premier category 
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This proposal was to extend and refurbish one or all three of Super plus hotels to Premier 

category at the cost of €10m per hotel. 

Advantages 

The refurbishment to upgrade the Super plus hotels to Premier category will solve the 

problem once for all. Since the number of rooms will be increased to 200 per hotel, this will 

relieve the capacity constraints in Peak seasons and is likely to generate fatty revenue if the 

forecasted occupancy level does not drop sharply. 

Drawbacks 

It is riskier than Proposal A as this requires 10 times the original investment, and since 

Solberri’s doesn’t have enough self-financing surplus from the earlier year, it could be 

challenged whether the forecast of high occupancy level would last to cover the cash outflow. 

Furthermore, the contribution lost due to the closure in 2009 Non-peak season might affect 

next year’s cash flow. 

Proposal C– accept the offer to sell the hotels for €15m to be made into apartments 

This proposal is to sell the three Super plus hotels for €15m. 

Advantages 

Solberri could get rid of the three less-than-satisfied hotels and win a deep breath over 

choked financial conditions. The rich cash Solberri have out of the deal could be used for 

other investments and Solberri’s planned budgets. 

Drawbacks 

Cutting off all three Super plus hotels should be deemed rather risky and a bit haphazard. 

Although the three hotels currently have some problems, they’re still generating positive 

profit and the offer now made for the three is not satisfying. 

 

4.2.2 Opportunity to buy Paradiso Hotels 

Advantages 

This opportunity will add another two revenue boosters to the group, providing more rooms 

available in Peak seasons to fuel Solerri’s future development. As the total cost for the 

acquisition is €33m(€25m Purchase Price + €8m Refurbishment Cost), it turns out to be 

a good bargain compared with the average book value of existing Solberri’s Premier hotels, 
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which is about €20.7m per Premier hotel.(See supporting calculations on Appendix 5) 

Furthermore, as the €193m revenue for the whole operating year of 2008 was based on the 

high forecasted occupancy level, to maintain its annual revenue growth will demand 

expansion to relieve the capacity constraints. 

Drawbacks 

The big purchase is comparatively riskier than proposal A and B, acquiring hotels from others 

might incur hidden issues, i.e. administrative & HR dilemmas in transition period. 

 

4.3 Improvements to Solberri IT systems 

Since current problems resting in BMS might cover clouds over Solberri’s forecasted high 

occupancy level in 2009 Peak season, the importance of IT systems should be addressed on 

the Board’s agenda. 

 Tackle the BMS-related issues 

Option1-Fix the Teething Bug ASAP 

Advantages 

This is supposed the most efficient way to have the problems settled if it’s not so difficult to 

handle as expressed by the IT Director. 

Disadvantages 

Carrying the option into execution meets obstacle because the Group IT Director Pietro Heys 

doesn’t support and attach importance to this modification.  

The process of digging out the technique problem and modifying the system needs further 

investment which lays more pressure on Solberri’s cash flow. 

Option2-Adopt the Manual Booking System 

Advantages 

This may temporarily be the best choice to eliminate system-generated loopholes, and allows 

time for the fix of the issues resting with the BMS systems. 

Disadvantages  

It’s not only an inefficient method but also has high operation cost. 
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Besides, there might not be adequate human resource to cover the need required by the 

manual booking system so that it will make the shortage on employees worse if the hotel 

experiences a higher occupancy rate and a plenty usage of its facilities (priority 5) in the 

coming peak season.  

 Examine and Update IT systems on regular basis 

To prevent IT related issues from affecting Solberri’s operation, prompt response is required 

to find out and fix the problem as soon as it pops up. IT department should receive feedbacks 

from both internal and external users, like hotel managers and customers, to fix problems and 

meet new needs, keeping systems work under good conditions all the time. 

 Stand out with further IT investment 

To be a market leader as intended by the Board of Solberri, IT investment should be placed 

on the Board’s agenda. New online booking system will differentiate Solberri to attract more 

potential customers with superb online booking experience, other systems will provide more 

managerial information needed by the board and reduce administrative cost considerably. 

 

4.4 Changes to the all-inclusive package 

The discussion was based on the assumption that the €800 room rate will cover all the costs 

increased and will get as bigger additional revenue as much. The discussion of the change to 

the true all-inclusive package at two Premier hotels for the Peak season of 2009 is as follows. 

Advantages 

There will be more people using additional activities. As a result, the average cost can be 

decreased and marginal contribution will be increased. Besides, the total revenue generated 

from the two Premier hotels will be raised. 

If the customers were satisfied with the all-inclusive price, the low repeat booking rate in 

Premier hotels would be improved and the occupancy rate increased. 

The change is beneficial for marketing promotion. Moreover, being one of the first resorts to 

offer the “true” all-inclusive package, Soberri will further differentiate itself.  

Drawbacks 

Notice from Appendix 4 of the Solberri Case, the Quality of treatments in the Spa facilities 
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rated as “Excellent” by customers decreased from 10% to 7%. With the increasing demand 

for additional activities, more skilled workers will be needed. Those additional employees 

may be lack of responsibility or do not possess the core skills required to perform their duties. 

As a result, customer satisfactory is possibly much lower.  

As to the market strategy, if the change only exists in the pricing strategy, it is easy to be 

imitated by the competitors. 

 

4.5 Criticism of additional training programmes 

Compared with the initial training programmes, the extended proposal includes more 

permanent staff as well as head office staff from each hotel and the length of programmes has 

been extended.  

Option 1: Accept the extended training 

Advantages  

Environmental awareness and Stress Management are two core skills required for senior staff 

and management of Solberri to perform their duties. Thus, the extended training would 

probably improve the relevant performance to a greater extent. 

Disadvantages 

The extended training programmes will involve more senior staff and require each delegate to 

be away from work for eight days during June till Sept., plus any travel days, which will have 

a direct negative impact on the daily operating of hotels.  

Option 2: Decline the proposal and accept the resignation 

Advantages  

The Chairman, Richard Berriman, does not have a good relationship with Suzanne De Loore. 

Simultaneously, she is now disappointed and rather de-motivated because the Solberri group 

has seen a decline in its popularity. Thus, the resignation of Suzanne will make the 

management work more smoothly with each other. 

Disadvantages 

Since Suzanne is respected by all the employees, her resignation may lead to a chaos on 

human resource management. And the employees may have less faith in the board. 
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5 Ethical issues  

5.1 Green Initiatives Investment 

Investment in green initiatives and solar panels has been delayed for one reason or another in 

the past several years, which has placed the Solberri group in a passive situation. As a leading 

industry player, Solberri doesn’t satisfy what the public would expect in terms of the 

contribution it makes to the society, especially under the global context of growing demand 

for attention on energy saving and environment protection. 

Course of Action  

Since the group appointed a new Environment Director in the year 2008, and Solberri is back 

on the track from previous slowdown, budget should be granted to the new director to settle 

the long-existing problems. Employees need to be aware of Solberri’s environmental mission 

as a market leader, moreover, outsourcing suppliers should also be noted to work in line with 

the group to operate in a more environmental friendly manner. 

 

5.2 Poor employee training 

Solberri provided very poor or even didn’t have training programs in conformity with the 

benchmark level it intended to pursue as a hotel industry dominant. Employing those 

less-than-qualified employees and allowing them to serve customers who expected superb 

experience in Solberri hotels before basic training is completely unethical. It is irresponsible 

not only to the customers, but to the group its own. 

Course of Action  

Solberri should keep in mind that service improvement speaks louder than hotel expansion in 

this customer-experience-valued industry. Employees who are to serve face-to-face with 

potential customers must finish required programs and pass “exams” organized by the 

Solberri HR Department before they take on their roles. It is recommended that employees 

should have around 3 days for quality service training before first serving, and during which 

they are to get paid as an incentive to have them involved. 
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5.3 Accusations against Anna Roet 

The absence of an Audit Committee exposes Solberri to the potential risk of neglecting 

covered misconducts in its day-to-day operation. Since Anna Roet had direct economic 

investment in those tenders, he awarded Solberri’s outsourcing contracts to several original 

tenders that offered poorer service at higher costs. It is a rather risky signal that should be 

noticed by board of directors, before it costs the recovery of the hotel group if not handled 

properly. 

Course of Action 

To prevent future misdoings of similar kind from happening, amendments to Solberri’s 

policies are promptly required. Permanent employees who have a comparatively important 

impact on Solberri’s operation and management are subject to personal investment report on 

a timely basis, in which employees are supposed to submit their investment portfolios if not 

considered independent of Solberri’s business partnership. At the same time, members from 

the board should hold a meeting as soon as it allows to elect a new Audit Committee or 

appoint qualified personnel out of the board to oversee the routine operation of the hotel 

group. Last but not least, it is necessary to invite some external independent directors who are 

specialized in finance and hotel industry to join in the board. 

 

 

6 Recommendations 

6.1 Customer service and HR issues  

Action 

A. Recruitment & Selection 

 Recruit additional staff at all levels including managers 

 Retain high-qualified employees to properly increase the proportion of permanent staff. 

B. Training & Development 

 Lengthen the time span of induction training, one week at least. Set up a training 
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department operating in recruitment season composed by the senior staff to give standard 

training lessons to new employees to improve their service quality. 

 Adopt the upgraded procedures manual to meet the latest European standards on 

employee working condition. 

 Offer opportunities for employees to have continuing education 

C. Motivation 

 Implement new reward system. Permanent employees will be rewarded with company 

shares as a result of ESOP; while an extra bonus should be used to encourage short term 

employees if they live up to the standards required or return every peak season. 

 Sign long-term contact every year with those who are ambitious and well-skilled among 

the short-term employees and promote them to be senior staff in the future 

 Rationale 

The level of customer service is the key factor to gain competitive advantage in the hotel 

industry and a commitment to service quality is dependent on the staff members who deliver 

the service.  

It’s forecast that the occupancy rate in the current peak season will be at 95%, which means 

the recruitment of more employees is needed. 

 

6.2 Hotel Refurbishment and Expansion 

Action 

Firstly, it is recommended the Board of Solberri finance a loan to acquire the two Paradiso 

hotels. 

Secondly, for the future of Super plus hotels, Solberri should adopt Proposal B, but this needs 

to be postponed to the next year with the limit of cash surplus available this year. 

Rationale 

As stated in Solberri’s interim statement, the group needs additional rooms to feed its high 

forecasted occupancy level to maintain double-digit growth in the next few years. Thus, 

buying the two Paradiso hotels seems to be a right deal at the right time. The two Paradiso 
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hotels also locate in Mediterranean area, and are of 5 star levels, which would save much cost 

of marketing and refurbishment compared with building two new hotels out of thin air. More 

importantly, the offer of €25m is a good bargain as mentioned above. 

Although this means Solberri needs to borrow approximately €15m to cover the investment 

and other budgets for the next year, it should be noted that Solberri doesn’t have to pay the 

total amount of €25m(the negotiated acquiring price) all in cash. An reasonable option is 

that Solberri could talk to Paradiso to pay a part of the buying price by its stocks, which will 

considerately reduce the pressure on financial conditions. 

Proposal A- convert the hotels to Solberri Family Resorts 

This is a safe choice in terms of its small cash injection and secure future cash inflows. But 

these Family Resorts do not fit Solberri’s intention to be the best luxurious hotel group in the 

market. As the room rate and additional charge of these family resorts are still low compared 

with Premier category hotels, these three hotels will again be a problem in the future. 

Proposals B – extend and refurbish the hotels to Premier category 

This proposal will settle the issue of three Super plus hotels once for all, bringing all the 

hotels in the group to the highest standard as expected by the Board (assuming the 

refurbishment of the remaining Superior hotels will continue to be carried out in later years). 

But since Solberri needs to make way for the purchase of two Paradiso hotels, this proposal 

could be put on Solberri’s 2010 agenda. 

Proposal C– accept the offer to sell the hotels for €15m to be made into apartments 

Getting rid of the three hotels might not be a good signal for the Solberri group. As long as 

Super plus hotels are currently generating positive cash inflows every year, the selling of the 

three is not a sensible move.  

 

6.3 Improvements to Solberri IT systems  

As the trend of increasing online bookings seems strong and inevitable, IT systems are taking 

more responsibilities than ever before. To be an industry leader, Solberri must address the 

issue with high priority, and allocate enough budgets for future investment. 

 IT Department should fix the BMS problems once for all 
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Firstly, the board should arrange the Group IT Director Pietro Heys and managers from other 

functioning departments to establish a constructive communication, spur Pietro Heys to 

recognize the problem. 

Secondly, bugs needs to be fixed as soon as they pop up to prevent its bad impact on 

Solberri’s mission to achieve high occupancy level and sustainable long run growth. 

 Introduce some software that allow prospective customers to see typical rooms and hotel 

views and also the range of facilities on offer at all 12 Solberri hotels, increasing the 

booking rate through website amelioration. 

 The budget on IT systems should be considered and granted. For example, exert the CIS 

information about spending patterns, preferred accommodation and leisure facility of 

each customer into the process of setting business strategy. As a result to increase the 

repeat booking rate and implemente better differentiation strategy, in the end win 

Solberri a hit on the market. 

Rationale 

It’s forecast that the occupancy rate in the current peak season will be at 96%, which means 

Solberri will relies more on effective booking system. Modifying the BMS system is the most 

effective way to benefit Solberri in long-term.  

The entire business relies heavily on the IT system to provide information of daily 

management and strategic analysis and planning. Without doubt that the improvement of 

system will boost the efficient management and help Solberri achieve a competitive 

advantage over its rivals timelessly. Thus, the investment of modification which can benefit 

Solberri in the long run should be made. 

 

6.4 Changes to the all-inclusive package 

Action 

It is recommended that Solberri should raise the average room rate in the trial from €650 to 

€800 to pay for the extension of the all-inclusive package which will give guests the 

additional activities for free during 2009 Peak season. Meanwhile, Solberri should pay 

attention to the customer service and IT equipment to make sure that customer satisfactory 

will not be affected.  
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The market campaign during the non-peak season of 2009 should lay more emphasis on those 

who have ever paid for the additional activities. 

If the true all-inclusive package got the desired outcome, more hotels should be changed to 

this pricing structure immediately. 

Rationale 

After acquisition of two Paradiso Hotels, Solberri will have six Premier Hotels during peak 

season of 2009. Those who are not willing to pay for €800 room rate can still book another 

four Premier Hotels. So it is appropriate to offer this true all-inclusive package at two Premier 

hotels on a trial basis.  

The customer satisfactory level plays a vital role in the development of Solberri which we 

have identified it as Priority Number One issue. 

Those who have charged for additional activities are more likely to take the new price. 

 

6.5 Criticism of additional training programmes 

Action 

Firstly, negotiate with Suzanne De Loore and revise the extended proposal. For example, the 

training will be rearranged in non-peak season or the extended proposal will be declined. The 

revised programmes must be accepted by the Chairman, General Hotel Managers, and HR 

director together. 

Secondly, if an agreement is not achieved, then accept the resignation of Suzanne De Loore. 

Thirdly, it is advisable that another Board member take this role immediately. 

Rationale 

The extended proposal is not reasonable and may lead to a decline of the management level. 

Thus, it must be revised to meet the demands of three parties. 

It’s not wise to refuse the resignation if an agreement is not achieved. For the reason that the 

breakdown of negotiation would broaden the gap between the Chairman and HR director，and 

damage the unity of the management. 

The role of HR director is vital in human resource management, thus, the appointment must 
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be made immediately. 

 

7. Conclusions 

Despite some immediate operational difficulties, Solberri is a successful company and a 

series of wise decisions will help it better position itself in the market and increase its profits. 
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Appendix1- S.W.O.T Analysis 

S: 1.High occupancy rate and revenue 

forecasted in 2008 

2.Successful marketing campaign in 2007 

and 2008 

3.Effective policy of all-including pricing 

and upgrading 

W: 1. Low customer satisfaction 

2.The super plus hotel is impeding the 

whole performance of Solberri 

3.Accusations against Anna Roet 

4.Capacity constraints 

5. The poor relationship between the 

chairman and HR director 

O: 1. Improvements to IT systems 

2.Opportunity to buy Paradiso Hotels 

3.Changes to the all-inclusive package 

4.Growing demand for improved spa 

facilities 

T: 1.Economic slowdown and credit 

crunch 

2.Increasing competition in the luxury  

resort hotel market 

 

 

 

Appendix2-Porter’s generic strategies 

This applies to the decision on adopting Changes to the all-inclusive package. 

Being one of the first resorts to provide a true all-inclusive package is consistent with the 

strategy of focus differentiation. 

Entry barriers 

Due to the need of large amount and high requirement of the skilled staff, in addition the 

ability of the hotel to support high operation cost and high-class facilities,barriers to entry by 

new parties are quite high.  

In this industry, unique features and distinctive service are vital to retain its customers and 

attract new ones. For a small operator like Solberri, it’s essential to focus on differentiation 
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and develop its own reputation as a high quality luxury hotel group. 

Buyer power 

The hotel industry is filled with fierce competition as it consists of a large number of players 

ranging from giants like Hilton, Hyatt to countless small-to-medium ones. As a result, 

customers can easily switch their preference without any cost if Solberri has nothing unique 

to offer. Increasing the price by €150 to offer plentiful amount of additional activities is 

equal to providing a large discount which will attract more well-heeled customers. 

Furthermore, the combination of the relatively low price and high quality service will enable 

Solberri to maintain customer loyalty. 

Supplier power 

Solberri has outsourced many of its routine operations. The software supplier’s power is high 

as the cost of switching its software is never cheap. On the other hand, Solberri can easily 

change its service provider to another one which offers a lower price and more importantly, 

which can deliver the agreed quality service level. 

Threat of substitutes 

The threat of substitutes won’t be a big problem if Solberri can provide the true all-inclusive 

package of a wide range of high quality activity with relatively low price which meet the 

requirements of its customers. 

Rivalry 

The competitiveness is very fierce due to enormous resort hotels in Europe. The price 

strategy is easily to copy while the differentiation strategy based on core competence is hard 

to adopt by the rivals. If Solberri really makes great efforts to promote the quality of service 

and the efficiency of integrated management, it will perform better than competitors in 

long-term. 

 

In conclusion, Solberri should implement a focused differentiation strategy to create its own 

unique reputation among its rich target customers through offering a true all-inclusive 

package. 
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Appendix3-Ansoff Matrix 

This applies to the decision on adopting changes to the all-inclusive package and further IT 

investment. 

 

A. Market Penetration 

The hotel market is highly competitive. Hence, further penetration into the existing high-class 

hotel market on the Mediterranean, to gain more market share is a must.     

To develop the market share, Management should conduct market research to identify the 

potential target market of direct booking. If the target market is large enough, they would be a 

new market to Solberri that warrants further investment in the IT projects and internet 

advertising as well. 

 

B. Product Development 

Solberri core competencies lie in providing superior accommodation experience, especially in 

spas, beauty treatment and sports. Hence, Solberri should focus on their core competencies 

and develop new products, such as a true all-inclusive package, that satisfy the needs of the 

customers.  

 

C.  New Product & D. Diversification 

Entering into new market is the most risky venture. As for now, facing economic slowdown, 

A 

C D 

B 
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Solberri should focus on its core competencies than venture into areas that they are not 

familiar with.  

 

 

Appendix4- Cash available for Solberri and the cost 

of the four investment proposals 

Cash available   

Post-tax profit for the year ended September 2008                           €9.5m 

Plus: depreciation cost (Suppose 10% of operating cost)                      €18m 

Plus: loan available                                                   €25m                                   

Minus: dividends                                                     €3.7m 

Total cash available                                                   €48.8m 

 

Cost of the three investment proposals 

Cost of proposal A            €1*3                                    €3m 

Cost of proposal B            €10*3                                   €30m 

Cost of purchase Paradiso      €25+€8m                                 €33m 

Total cost                                                           €66m 
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Appendix 5-Calculation of Book Value for Solberri 

Hotels and Expectation for Capacity 

Book value for Solberri hotels in 2007 

Category Number of hotels Non-current Assets Per hotel 

Premier 2 €41.41m €20.705m 

Superior 7 €79.59m €11.37m 

Super plus 3 €15m €5m 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 6-Calculation of NPV for investment 

proposals 

Proposal: Opportunity to buy Paradiso Hotels 

Cost of capital: 15% 

Cost: €33m 

Occupancy during 

peak season 

Occupancy during 

non-peak season 
NPV Probability 

Time 2007 2008 2009E 2010E 

Category 
Num. of 

hotels 

Num. of 

rooms 

Num. of 

hotels 

Num. of 

rooms 

Num. of 

hotels 

Num. of 

rooms 

Num. of 

hotels 

Num. of 

rooms 

Premier 2 500 4 900 6 1400 9 2000 

Superior 7 1400 5 1000 5 1000 5 1000 

Super 

plus 
3 450 3 450 3 450 0 0 

Total 12 2350 12 2350 14 2850 14 3000 
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95% 35% 54.3  25% 

80% 30% 39.9  60% 

50% 18% (26.3) 15% 

 

Proposal A: convert the hotels into Solberri Family Resorts 

Cost of capital: 15% 

Cost: €3m 

Occupancy during 

peak season 

Occupancy during 

non-peak season 
NPV Probability 

75% 20% 1.3  70% 

50% 15% (0.7) 30% 

 

Proposal B: extend and refurbish the hotels to Premier category 

Cost of capital: 15% 

Cost: €30m 

Occupancy during 

peak season 

Occupancy during 

non-peak season 
NPV Probability 

95% 35% 43.5  25% 

80% 30% 31.2  60% 

50% 18% (21.3) 15% 

 

 

 

Appendix7-Revenue generated from investment 

proposals 

Revenue generated from proposal A 

Increase in revenue generated from Solberri Family Resorts 

   2009 Peak Season revenue                                           €3.29m 

   410less18.9% *153days*450rooms*75%occupancy (€17.17m) 

 —350less18.9%*153days*450rooms*71%occupancy (€13.88m)  
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   Non-peak Season revenue                                           €0.71m 

   45%*410less18.9% *213days*450rooms*22%occupancy (€3.16m) 

—45%*350less18.9%*213days*450rooms*20%occupancy (€2.45m)  

Increase in revenue from additional charges                                €0.4m 

(€3.29m+€0.71m)*10% (suppose it was also 10% before)       

Total increase in revenue generated from proposal A                          €4.4m 

                        

 

Revenue generated from proposal B 

Increase in revenue generated from extending and refurbishing one 

Super plus hotel to Premier category   

   2009 Peak Season                                                   €9.08m 

   650less18.9% *153days*200rooms*85%occupancy (€13.71m) 

 —350less18.9%*153days*150rooms*71%occupancy (€4.63m)  

   Non-peak Season                                                   €2.21m 

   45%*650less18.9% *213days*200rooms*30%occupancy (€3.03m) 

—45%*350less18.9%*213days*150rooms*20%occupancy (€0.82m)  

 Increase in revenue from additional charges                                €1.92m 

(€9.08m+€2.21m)*17% 

Total increase in revenue generated from proposal A                         €13.21m 

                                          

Revenue generated from Paradiso Hotels 

Revenue generated from each hotel 

Peak Season revenue 

610less18.9% (assumed)*153days*250rooms*70%occupancy               €13.25m 

 

If takes €4m to upgrade it 

Revenue In peak season equals                                       €17.14m 

   650 less18.9%*153days*250rooms*85%occupancy 

 

 


